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Stock#: 93140
Map Maker: Hayden

Date: 1880
Place: New York
Color: Color
Condition: VG
Size: 34.5 x 24 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

The Elusive 11th Map of the Hayden Surveys.

The Summative Geological Map of Hayden's Cartographic Career.

The extremely rare Map 11 of Hayden's Maps and Panoramas Twelfth Annual Report, included in only a
vanishing fraction of his reports.

Hayden's General Geologic Map shows the vast swath of land surveyed, stretching from northern New
Mexico and Arizona through Utah, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Wyoming, Idaho, and into the Dakotas and
Montana to the Canadian border. It shows the region mapped under his great surveys during the eleven-
year period from 1869 to 1880, in which, every summer, geologists, scientists, cartographers,
photographers, and artists would trek across the country to map these vast expanses of the American
West.

This map represents one of the first great summative geological maps of the Rockies, published by the
first survey to understand their true geological nature. Nine types of geological strata are shown
throughout:

Alluvial
Tertiary
Post Cretaceous
Cretaceous
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Jura Trias
Carboniferous
Silurian
Volcanic
Metamorphic

In essence, this is the overview geological map for Hayden's career, covering his work on the western
Plains and in the Rockies. Hayden's Maps and Panoramas were first made available in 1878, but this map
was evidently updated to 1880 so it is likely that its rarity owes to the fact that it was only included in
certain late printings of the Maps and Panoramas, once all the requisite information had been collated.

The Hayden Survey -- The Greatest of the Four Great Surveys

The late 1860s and early 1870s saw four great surveys of the American West: the King Survey, which
mapped the region around the 40th parallel; the Wheeler Survey, which attempted (unsuccessfully) to map
the whole of the territories and western states at a moderate scale; the Powell Survey, which focused on
the southwest and the Grand Canyon region; and finally the Hayden survey, which surveyed the territory
of Colorado as well as the last great unmapped region of the Lower Forty-Eight: the Yellowstone Basin.

Each year, Hayden would subdivide his team into four groups, each consisting of a number of geologists,
cartographic experts, and scientists, with each group assigned to a specific area. Hayden would always
reserve the most interesting of the regions for himself, but the groups would be spread out across the
Rocky Mountains and western Plains. The Hayden Surveys achieved a number of geological breakthroughs
in 1869, when they discovered that the Rockies' main range is anticlinal, that the tertiary system from
New Mexico to Canada is all from the same system, that the Rockies formed after the Cretaceous, and that
the lower ranges are monoclinal.

Through his early research, Hayden had already traveled extensively in the west, but these discoveries led
to his increased focus on the region. In 1870, the US Geological and Geographical Survey was formed
under Hayden, and he was given liberal allowance to conduct a survey of the region. 

The first two full years of the Hayden Survey, 1871-72 were dedicated to northwestern Wyoming and were
some of the most productive. Up until then, the Yellowstone had been briefly explored by two previous
surveys, including the Folsom-Cook and the Washburn-Langford-Doane expeditions of 1869 and 1870
respectively. However, these surveys lacked the resources of the Hayden Surveys: full government
support, tens of thousands of dollars, and over sixty men. The Hayden Survey relentlessly worked on the
territory, and its reports--most notably in the photos published which were taken by William H. Jackson--
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were the reason why the senate approved Yellowstone as the nation's first national park in 1871.

In 1873, the War department prevented further geological work from being undertaken in Wyoming, so
Hayden moved on to Colorado.  Hayden expected Colorado to soon become an important region because
of the arrival of the railroads, and thus decided to expend enormous resources in order to create what
would be one of the most extensive regional surveys anywhere in the world. The survey for that state
would be completed by 1877 and published in its own atlas. After finishing the Colorado survey, Hayden
returned to the Wyoming region to wrap up that survey, for which the maps and charts were made
available in 1878.

Rarity

Not in Rumsey. We trace only a single example of the map as having appeared at auction.

Despite handling many Hayden reports in our over thirty years in business, this is the first time we have
had this map.

Detailed Condition:
Color-lithographed folding map. Small hole at fold separation. Minor fold toning.


